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BAND BIOBAND BIO
Thrash & Hardcore Metal

Nuclear Deathcount is a VA metal band formed by
rhythm guitarist/vocalist Charlie Cook and
drummer Gavin Casey, with Mat Arnold on guitar
and Brian Blazewick on bass.

Cook and Casey began playing together in late
2018, searching for a fun, thrashy, yet technical
style. The lineup was solidified in 2020 with the
addition of lead guitarist Bob Scotto-Lavino. Julio
Torres was then recruited on bass, completing the
lineup. Over the next several months, the four
played several shows across Virginia, and began
work on their debut album. After the recording of
The Next Metal Attack, Scotto-Lavino and Torres
formally left the band. Mat Arnold and Brian
Blazewick soon filled their respective spots.



Debut AlbumDebut Album

NDC’s debut album, The Next Metal Attack, was
released on January 22, 2022, featuring songs
written and performed by the quartet of Cook,
Casey, Scotto-Lavino, and Torres. Recorded in the
summer of 2021, the album also features guest
appearances of Arnold and Blazewick on backing
vocals. 

The band sought out to make a modern metal
record that revives the best elements of 80s thrash
and hardcore whilst discussing the societal
problems of today, with topics such as politics,
coming-of-age, and more, explored over the
album’s 9 tracks.

Click here
Upcoming Shows

Nuclear Deathcount
is a metal band with
one thing in mind...
to KICK ASS. With
a wild stage show,
blistering fast
guitars, and a thrash
to the max mentality,
Nuclear Deathcount
brings the metal!

The band is currently
playing live shows
throughout Virginia,
and plans to expand
throughout the East
Coast USA. The
band is actively
working on new
material, with plenty
of upcoming projects
to be released.

https://nucleardeathcount.com/


Serpents ofSerpents ofthe Flamethe Flame
Live Performance (Richmond, VA)

CLICK HERE to see Nuclear Deathcount perform in
front of a live audience.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0g5G9Nk-DfM
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Contact Us
NUCLEARDEATHCOUNT@GMAIL.COM

Social Media

NUCLEARDEATHCOUNT.COM

https://www.instagram.com/nucleardeathcount/
https://www.facebook.com/NuclearDeathcount/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGOrFXW928xJV7V06fo5r2Q
https://open.spotify.com/artist/45p5lGblxT1W357d9abkIL
https://nucleardeathcount.com/

